
The Human Interface Mate provides the employee with real time picking and assembly 
instructions through Augmented Reality and warns in case of any error in a forward
looking manner. The smart sensor validates correct execution of picking and assembly 
tasks and ensures qualitative performance by preventing human errors.
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Contunity enables electronics engineering at the touch of a button. 
Stay ahead, by decreasing development time and eff ort by 90%.
Reduce know-how barriers. Collaborate across sites, projects and time.
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KONEKT revolutionizes electronic assembly by using 3D manufacturing. 
High frequency, miniaturization or rapid prototyping - we take your 
circuit to the next dimension.
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Tactigon Skin (T-Skin)  is a gesture controller designed with innovative form factor,  
able to accurately recognize several gestures. Anyone can use it. APPs for different 
types of use such as 3D CAD, gaming, robotics augmented reality can be downloaded 
from our marketplace free of charge. Those who are familiar with Arduino language 
can program it by their own or customize the already existing apps.

Motion Sensor and Gesture Controller with A.I.
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It is Prospeum’s vision to simplify strategic sourcing & supplier 
management for complex projects/services (Engineering, IT, Marketing, 
etc.) to empower cross-border collaboration and unleash innovation.
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The system robodev is a modular automation solution that you can 
simple set up and program. It enables your employees in production 
or assembly to implement applications, even for small batch sizes or 
short product life cycles.
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In anytime, anywhere You can monitor and manage your factory with 
Meta Smart Factory in your hands
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Touchless Automation produces innovative industrial equipment that 
can manipulate parts of any material, without touching them.
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